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Abstract: Being in the era where the defense robots are implemented, for the purpose of reconnaissance, breaching missions were the patrols have never tried in the war field. In previous conventional systems, the terrain infantry's tough jobs had been done by utilizing zig-bee based teleoperation systems, CMOS cameras & LCD displays. The proposed system is improved with computerized display and Android-based ethical hacking technique. This is to achieve a live video streaming with less time and power consumption between the peripherals. The newly proffered system involves a bot that can perform all directional movements, night vision, pick and place by using gripper, gun projection control. It is based on the user's instruction from the control room the robot can perform laser shoot and sensing temperature conditions. This can be done simply by utilizing Node MCU (ESP 8266(Wi-Fi module) with inbuilt microcontroller), Android mobile phone, servo motors and a DHT22 or DHT11 (temperature sensor).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The primary goal of the paper is to secure the precious life of the patrols and to reduce the causality of the terrorist. The enhancement of the defense robot is that it can be able to perform multitasking operations through Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi). Similarly, the directional movements, the pick and place movements and gun control with laser shoot operations can be performed by the person from remote areas.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM

The conventional robots were implemented with certain features like controlling all possible directional movements, temperature sensing, pick and place along with gun control movements by utilizing different terminologies. Those terminologies utilized microcontrollers such as raspberry pi, Web Input Output PI (WEBIOPI), different Robot Operating System (ROS) and Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC) boards. Blue-tooth, WI -Fi and high power Zig- bee were used for the transmission of data from a controller region to the reception areas. The Robots have been controlled by utilizing Nintendo Wifi remote and Third Generation (3G) technology for video transmission. Android studio environment is used for writing Java program codes in order to feed the robot and virtual reality technologies. Some application software has been utilized based on Internet Of Things (IOT) for connecting and sharing the data between the Access Points (AP).

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system has developed with a few techniques such as the computerized display for live video streaming and updating current weather conditions. The robot can able to perform bi- directional movements which can be achieved by using DC motors. The gripper control movement allows it to make a necessary response to the commands based on pick and place movements. The gun controlling mechanism along with laser shoot can be performed by the instruction that has been transmitted from the control room. The atmospheric temperature and weather conditions of the robot will be predicted by using a temperature sensor, which converts the observed analog data into the digitized form and will be provided in the computerized display. This robot has a feature night vision for the mission to be accomplished even at the night times by operating the LEDs attached with it. The hardware part includes Node MCU as a Wi-Fi module with an inbuilt microcontroller which performs wireless transmissions with less cost by reducing the delay between the transmitting and receiving end. DHT11 or DHT22 has been attached with the microcontroller in order to observe the weather conditions of the field where the robot is placed. LEDs are provided to get enough Light vision at situations when the robot is in need to perform surveillance by means of darkness. The space of software tools is occupied by utilizing Arduino IDE software for coding and feeding that particular code into ESP8266- Node MCU. This software developing environment is found to be very adaptive and user- friendly from the developer side. It enables the developers to build their codes with the available open sources and implementing it through hardware to form an embedded environment. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 explains about the implementation of the robot using the hard ware components.

Fig.1. Circuit diagram for implementing the directional movements with laser shoot and current updates of temperature conditions.
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram for implementing the pick and place movements, Surveillance and gun control movements by using servo motors.

IV. WORKING PROCEDURE

The General block diagram of Android based defense robot with all the application is shown in the Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. General block diagram of the Android based defense robot.

The system consists of three main divisions, they are 1. Control unit 2. Monitoring the robot and 3. Live streaming through ethical hacking. The control unit is provided with either a Personal Computer (PC) or an android mobile phone where the robot’s action can be controlled through a webpage filled with icons and widgets. The command that gets triggered from the control room can be executed by performing necessary actions as per the program is designed. Monitoring the robot is to look after the actions performed by the robot at every instance and situations. The live video coverage from the war field can be done through ethical hacking technique, in which two devices get connected with necessary authentications and ensuring highly secured transmission of data. Since, the data which gets propagated from one device to another is found to be encrypted provides an assurance for complete security and privacy.

The controlling operations can be done through Blynk community that comes under the Android platter which enables to create widgets to control the robots utilizing online environment. Since a single Node MCU cannot uptake all the features that are involved in the applications of the robot. It can be divided into two sections as already shown in the circuit diagrams that are involved in the Fig. 1. and Fig. 2. Hence two set of widgets were created by using Blynk application were one set is to control the servo motors which are in account to perform the surveillance operation, gun control and pick and place movements. Where the other widget enable to control the directional movements, Laser shoot operation, night vision light and current updates of temperature condition through DHT11 temperature sensor.

The code can be generated by using the Blynk code generator from the web browser. It is an online platform provides the necessary open source that enables the developers to create a code that deals with the implementation of the project. The code can be developed through analyzing the authentication ID in which the Blynk application is registered. Fig. 4. and Fig. 5. shows the widgets that are created for controlling the entire application of the robot by using Blynk application.

Fig. 4. Widget created to control the pick and place movements, gun control movements and surveillance using Blynk.
other additional features that are in need to be included with the bot to perform any other specialized applications. Because the system is provided with quality features that can provide enough support for the future development and attachments. The system can be enhanced by expanding spectral width and the area of coverage based on the improvement of the future technologies. The future works includes mainly enhancing the quality of camera with high pixel resolution instead of utilizing an ordinary inbuilt camera in an Android mobile. The patrols and infantries must be trained to utilize the robot before they enter into the war field. The delay for transmitting the data can also be reduced so that it may reduce the tough situations that are faced by the people in the war field. Utilization of IR sensors and RFID can be applied for the purpose of recognizing the native members who utilize the Robot.
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V. CONCLUSION

This Android based defense robot in the patrol application must be utilized by the people who are well trained and tested with the basic knowledge. The patrols must be provided with the necessary skill of rectifying the technical and mechanical causes which arises while involved in performing certain applications. It will be better to provide necessary environment to develop any
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